MEDIA RELEASE

Trinidad & Tobago junior golfer Sachin Kumar is in second place after day 3 of Junior Orange Bowl.

For Immediate Release:

Sachin Kumar playing in the Junior Orange Bowl golf tournament one of the most prestigious junior events on the golfing calendar played very steady golf today. He was level par on the front nine and at that point trailed Kristoffer Reitan of Norway the overnight leader by 8 shots.

Sachin played very good golf on the back nine while the leader struggled and after 16 holes the lead was down to one stroke. Sachin finished with a one under par 70 today to go with his other 2 rounds of 72 and 68. Sachin has a 210 total to be one stroke behind leader Kristoffer Reitan of Norway and is 2 shots ahead of last year’s winner Joaquin Niemann in third place and David Ravetto of France one stroke further back.

Sachin is competing against players from Europe, Asia, Africa and South America as well as the some of the best US and Canadian juniors, these include Chile’s Joaquin Niemann, 17, who returns to defend his title, a feat so far not achieved in the Boys Division.

He faces a multitude of top-level challengers, including Jakub Hrinda, a 15-year-old from Doha, Qatar, whose handicap at +3.4, is an indication of why he was an amateur invitee at this year’s European Tour Qatar Masters.

Others to look out for include Takumi Kanaya, the Japan Amateur Champion, Kristoffer Reitan, the Norwegian National Junior Champion, Italy’s Guido Migliossi who challenged strongly last year, Belgium’s Giovanni Tadiotto and South Africa’s Keegan McLachlan.

So for Trinidad & Tobago’s Sachin Kumar to be in this position after 3 days of golf on the challenging Biltmore Golf Course in Coral Gables Miami is truly and outstanding feat.